English
Key Text: Tadpole to Frog
Mog and the V.E.T. by Judith Kerr
Writing: Poetry, reports and recounts.
Grammar: We will be focusing on using a range of
punctuation and different types of sentences such as
questions and statements. We will also be concentrating on using our spelling patterns and phonics in our
independent writing and editing our own spelling mistakes.

Amazing Animals
Year Group 2

Summer 2
Computing
Focus: Presenting ideas

Maths
Key Facts: Addition and subtraction facts within 20 and 100.
Times tables: x2 ,x5, x10 and related division facts.
Addition and Subtraction:
We will continue to work on our calculation strategies to
add and subtract 2 digit numbers.
Measurements:
We will be learning to measure using metres and centimetres, litres and millilitres, grams and kilograms and answering problems using this knowledge.
We will also learn to tell the time to the nearest 5 minutes.

Word Reading / Comprehension:
We will continue to practice word decoding skills to
increase the fluency of our reading. Alongside this we
will be concentrating on developing our comprehension skills including retrieving answers from texts and
using our inference skills.

Science: Biology
Animals including humans

History
Significant historical events, people and
places in their own locality: Why do we
have a War Memorial?
We will study World War I and find out
about the kind of experiences men from
Braunston endured whilst at war.
We will also be finding out about Edith
Cavell and comparing her contributions
with Florence Nightingale.
D.T.

Focus: Healthy Food
We will be making a healthy fruit skewer. We will
be tasting different fruits and giving reasons for
our preferences. When we have planned our
healthy snack we will be using tools to cut and
shape our fruit pieces to make an attractive fruit
skewer.

We will be learning about the essentials animals need to survive and how we can keep ourselves healthy. We will also be finding out
about the life cycles of different animals.

Music
‘Reflect, Rewind, Replay’
Classical music
PE
Focus: Swimming—Thursday afternoons
Athletics—Fridays (Please come
dressed in PE kit)
PSHE
Focus: ‘No way through’, isn’t
true

Working Scientifically: Asking questions, classifying and organizing ways of presenting information and results.

RE
Focus: What makes some places sacred for

believers?

